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Pearson Education Limited. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, My Farm, , Wordbooks
are important building blocks for developing reading, writing, speaking and listening at foundation
level. This workbook will help build English vocabulary using scenes from the world that children
know. It is an essential tool in the foundation phase classroom. The book takes children from the
known to the unknown by showing familiar scenes and introducing new key words. The simple
activities on the last page extend visual literacy, sorting and language skills. You can read this book
in many ways. Here are some ideas: BEFORE READING: * Children talk about the pictures in their
own language. * Children give any English words they know for the things in the pictures. WHILE
READING: * Children read the English words, using the small pictures as a cue. * Children cover the
small pictures and find the objects in the main picture. * Children cover the labels and try to
reemember the English words. AFTER READING: * With books closed, children draw pictures to
illustrate the English words * Children write about one of the pictures in their own language. *
Children tell each other stories about the pictures.
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Great electronic book and useful one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You can expect to like the way the author compose
this ebook.
-- Ma tteo Johnson-- Ma tteo Johnson

Most of these ebook is the best publication available. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations within the 50 percent of the book. You will not sense
monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you request me).
-- K ing  Wunsch-- K ing  Wunsch
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